Icelandic Horse Society of Great Britain
Minutes of Board Meeting

Date: 10:11:2020

Venue: Zoom

Attendees: Peter Heathcote (PH) Chair, Karen Smith (KS) Becca Hughes (BH), Mike
Adams (MA), Jem Adams (JA), Debbie Ede (DE) H Ashford (H) Philippa Pringle (PP)
Freija Glansdorp (FG) Ian Pugh (IP)
Notes and Actions

Owner

Status

1. AGM
The focus of the meeting was on ensuring that the AGM
would run smoothly.
PH ran through the agenda for the AGM. Only minor
adjustments were needed. The Chair thanked Ian Pugh on
behalf of all the Trustees for organising the and managing the
Webinar.
I.P. suggested that it would be useful to have some sort of
feedback/survey after the meeting to gauge how members felt
about how the meeting ran. The focus to be on the
technology rather than the content of the meeting.
I.P. volunteered to send out an email after the meeting
thanking people for attending and asking for them to
complete a short survey/questionnaire.
2.
Long (IHSGB) Membership awards. This has been raised by
a member suggesting that some kind of recognition be given
to long standing members. It was suggested that the
members who suggested this be asked to look at different
ideas/costings etc.
P.H. to email them.
3. I.P is currently working on a ‘copy’ of the web-site. At
present working on changing the ‘theme’, including more
pictures and moving some things to a more prominent
position, e.g. the Smile link. He’s working on reducing the
amount of screen space the menu takes up and on
improving the general layout. Content has not changed to
date.
There was a brief discussion about the horses for sale
page. Could those advertising ‘manage’ their own
adverts? Would it be possible to open this page to other
countries for a charge. This will be an item for discussion
at the next meeting.
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